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Cult Recruits on Campus

Part Two: Breaking Away

Learning To Recycle Garbage:
A Continuous Concern
By Eva Weidman

cuss recycling ideas for the colWaste not, want not. The old lege.
There are a multitude of maadage is more relevant today than
it has ever been. Garbage, over- sons for recycling but the four
whelming mountains of garbage, most obvious ones are: a reducwhich is creating overloaded tion of litter and garbage, conserlandfill sites and land robbed of vation of raw materials, saving of
any future value by polluting energy resources and the educational value of raising environemissions of buried waste.
New landfill sites are needed mental awareness.
For example, producing a can
and are becoming more and more
difficult to fmd as communities from recycled aluminum takes
rise up in protest when threatened only five per cent of the electrical
with garbage dumps in their back- energy required to produce that
same can from ore.
yards.
Over half of all landfill waste is
"It's a problem but what can
we do?" is the typical reply given made up of paper and cardboard.
by students of Red River when While there are programs in place
confronted with environmental to recycle chemicals, tin, and sheet
metals from the industrial classes
concerns.
There are things we can do as is of Red River, as yet there is no
being shown by students at the paper recycling program.
According to Mr. Joll, director
University of Manitoba and the
University of Winnipeg. The U of the maintenance department,
of M has a very comprehensive the print shop and the computer
recycling project going on involv- areas of the college produce the
ing three different committees, greatest amount of waste paper.
Anyone seeking more informaeach concerned with different
tion on recycling can attend one
aspects of recycling.
The recycling program at the U of several workshops being sponof W was initiated by Professor sored by the Manitoba Recycling
R. Fenton who still maintains an Action Committee at the following locations: Sturgeon Creek
active role in the program.
Red River College's Students' High School on Oct 10; River
Association president, Shari East High School on Oct. 11;
Burns, says they would be inter- Lord Selkirk High School on Oct
ested in hearing from any student 12; and the Ramada Inn on Oct.
or student group that wish to dis- 17.
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Calendar of Events
Tues. Oct. 10
12:00 noon
Wed. Oct. 11
12:00 noon
Wed. Oct. 18
12:00 noon
Sun. Oct. 29
9:00 p.m.

Planning Meeting
Galatians
Another Look
Fireside

Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together.

Bldg B
Rm B-102
Bldg. D
Rm D-211
Bldg. D
Rm D-211
St. Boniface Hosp.
School of Nursing

HEBREW 10:25

Red River Trash: An Overflowing Problem?

College Daycare
Walkout Feared
By Karyn Walker
A rift between the staff and
board members of RRCC's
daycare is becoming more evident as the issues surrounding
daycare in the province come full
circle.
At a meeting held in the college
recently, three sides came together
and openly discussed the direction which Red River daycare
workers might follow.
Parents, the daycare board and
its staff held a meeting in one of
the lecture theatres to discuss the
general feelings and concerns in
the daycare system.
No decision was reached as to
whether or not daycare staff at
Red River would participate in a
withdrawal of services—being
threatened by daycare workers in
At one point during the meeting,

Hillman said the board was in
shock when resentment among
staff members caused the outburst of a remark by one person
saying the board was a clique.
Hillman said the staff was
unsure if the daycare board was
supporting them because of the
board's reluctance to get involved.
He said that everyone on the board
agrees that daycare workers are
underpaid, but the board is in a
tough position because they cannot lobby government, since most
of them are civil servants. The
board is in the process of writing
a letter to family services minister Charlotte Oleson to express
their concerns.
The board's priority at this time
is the quality of Red River's
daycare and the concerns of par-

eras and their children. The board
consists of parents, staff and students, who are elected each year
in an annual general meeting.
Carole Zolondek, the new Red
River daycare director, says that
the rift which has developed between the board and staff is being
worked out, but may take some
time.
Hillman mentioned that one
issue of concern if daycare workers walk is if the board will pay
wages to workers during a walkout.
For now, though, the whole
situation is "high in the air," according to Hillman.
"It's an awkward situation for
everyone."

By Kim Van Bruggen
In the first part of this two part
series, Cult on Campus, the
University Bible Fellowship was
attempting to recruit new members from RRCC.

Once approached by a "missionary" of the University Bible
Fellowship (UBF) the chances of
ending up at their "church" in
Fort Garry are very good.
That is where Theresa wound
up spending almost three years of
her life.
"There was a- groupof us that
all started around the same time,
so they trained us as a group. It
became like a military boot camp
for us," Theresa said.
The punishment for wrongdoing was different for males than
for females.
"If they (the men) disobeyed
them, or had an attitude problem,
or just did something that wasn't
right—in full suit they would
make them run a one and a half
mile route around the U of W ten
times."
For the women, the punishment
was more emotional in nature.
When Theresa was first recruited by the UBF she moved
into the communal house and soon
after her sister Lisa followed.
"I was really close to my sister,
but they got between us by telling
her things that I said that I never
actually said."
Eventually, they split the two
up by having them move into
separate apartments.
"She had to move in with her
bible teacher and I had to move in
with the three others—and we
had to move that night."
"We had to obey right away. I
kept feeling that if I didn't obey
they'd ban me from the center.
They had already kicked me out
for seven months."
The house on 3 Emory in Fort
Garry was bought outright by the
UBF in the spring of 1988. The
registered owner, David Jung, had
immigrated from Korea six
months earlier.
"Everybody pitches in money
at Christmas to buy a bible house
each year in different countries—
it's called World Mission Offering."
The ultimate goal is to set up
UBF ministries in every country
possible.
Don is a former UBF member.
"They didn't care where—
anywhere. They'd pray to start
up a UBF in every college and
university in Canada."
"They just wanted to raise up a
shepherd for Russia—to pioneer
Moscow University." Don said.
"The plan is to send all the
Canadian students to Russia.
Canada is the easiest country to
get into Russia because it's a
friendly country," Theresa said.
Audrey was also involved with
the UBF and knew of their attempt to pioneer Russia.
"Several members of the group

things like write letters to other
missionaries.
"They wanted me to go to a
conference which cost about
$500. When I told them I didn't
have the money they found a job
for me,"
For Don it was much the same
feeling.
"My shepherdess would always
buy me lunch and sometimes
dinner. They'd always take
people out for lunch," Don said.
"It was like their sacrifice to
you. Instead of spending money
on themselves they'd spend it on
their "sheep." They'd tell you
this at the service."
There is also another very
ominous tool that makes these
young students vulnerable to the
UBF—once involved they are
asked to write what are known as
"sogams."
These are pages of written testimony of the student's life history, including all of their shortcomings or negative feelings
about people or things.
With Theresa, the "sogam"
4
proved to be her ultimate reason
for obedience--always living with
the fear that they would release
Photo by Kim Van Bruggen
her "sogam" for everybody to
The University Bible Fellowship 'church' at 3 Emory Rd. where young recruits are
read.
indoctrinated.
"They would continually put
decided to take Russian so they very important.
. after a lengthy article about the you down. They would pull things
could go to Russia—so they could
"He'll go against us before he'll group appeared in the Free Press. up from your past, which you had
go 'fishing' so to speak," Audrey go against them."
"The newspaper story came out provided for them through the
said.
The family has thought about on a Saturday when we were "sogam." At the same time they
One man still heavily involved trying to get their son out of the
having a bible study. Nobody would convince you that this is
with the UBF is enrolled in the group.
(out of the leaders of the group) the only place to know God,"
Russian language program at the
"You have to have at least said anything about i t even though Theresa said.
U of M. It is said that he is being $30,000 to de-program them. You they knew about the story."
Don was one member that regroomed for the job.
have no guarantee that they're
Don found out about the article fused to write a "sogam." StuHis mother, who wishes to not going to go right back.
that evening after bible study.
dents would be expected to read
remain anonymous for fear her
"I'd have to rent a house and
"The next day at the Sunday what they wrote to the group and
son might break off all communi- have security posted at the front service the message was made to often it would be very negative.
cation with her, spoke of her fear door. I could get charged for counteract everything in the ar"They were reading their
for her son.
kidnapping.
ticle. I began to get suspicious "sogams" putting themselves
"I don't know what these people
"We'd have to equip the house when Esther Kim, the leader of down and talking negatively—
did to him. It seems to me they've for a bunch of people to sleep
the group, wouldn't speak to the they were putting a guilt complex
got him so dependent on them their.
paper.
on themselves. Then they'd say
that he can't get away," she said.
"My son is a big man and he has
"What's she got to hide if eve- `thanks to UBF I'm becoming
"These people come and just Tai Kwan Do. You'd pretty well rything's legitimate."
more worthy."
shower you with love. Within a have to tie him down. The only
For Audrey, her involvement
"I went once to one more meetmonth they had him moved in de-programmer I could find is in was gradual, but no less inten- ing and it was really awful, so I
with them.
the States. I'd have to pay for his sive.
never went back. I just saw it in
"I think he was a bit insecure. flight to Winnipeg and expenses.
"I kind of became more inolved a different way and I saw how
He's the type of person that wants It could cost as much as $50,000. without realizing it. At first when ridiculous it all was," Don said.
everybody to like him.
"If we tried to kidnap our son I got there everyone was really
"I wrote three to five of them
"I will not accept the fact that he would lay charges and sue us.
friendly and I felt good about it. (sogams)," Audrey said.
they're not a cult. It's only cults
"A bunch of his friends tried to The only thing I didn't like was
"As a Christian myself it keeps
that make people move in together kidnap him in 1987. They had that they gave people titles."
you in touch with the direction
and control their whole lives.
everything arranged. They went
The bible study teachers are your walk is taking. But what I
"In their church they start bless- there at night, but he fought them known as 'missionaries' and didn't like was they were coning Samuel Lee before they do all off.
`shepherds.' The young students stantly dwelling on the bad and
Christ. Normally, you pray to the
"These are the kinds of things are called 'sheep' and are also the criticisms. It's as if that was
Lord.
that you see on T.V. You don't known as `the Young Bisons.'"
the only thing that mattered.
"He really believes he's doing think they'll happen to you."
All three former members agree
"It ends up plaguing you more
the right thing. He feels you can
For the members who managed that the basic strategy used to than helping you," she said.
lie as long as you're doing it for to get out of UBF, the break from keep them involved with the group
In reflection, Audrey gives this
the Lord.
the cult was difficult.
was guilt.
final comment about her involve"They sent hime to Korea. I
"The more I tried to get away,
Audrey experienced feelings of ment with the University Bible
called for him and the Korean the harder they tried to get me guilt after repeated gifts of food Fellowship.
people told me he's gone to Ko- back in," Don said.
and free lunches.
"If you really don't have a good
rea. I panicked. I didn't know
"She (his "shepherdess") would
"I began to feel guilty because head on your shoulders, you can
what to do. They went on some come to my apartment; she'd
they were constantly being nice really get lost in that group."
type of mission of theirs. They phone me at work. She even to me. The guilt kind of stuck at Note: Some names have been
spoke to about 10,000 people phoned me at a restaurant once." me. When I started going to serv- changed to protect their identity.
there. They're making him feel
Don became wary of the UBF ice they'd start asking me to do
;45
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By Ralph Seddon
Students anticipating an enjoyable evening of hard partying
while being bused from one bar
to another were surprised by the
permanent cancellation of the
college's annual pub crawl.
Although it only began last
year, concerns over potential legal
difficulties forced the Students'
Association to remove the pub
crawl from the Association's
entertainment program for the
foreseeable future.
Don Hillman, executive director of the SA, says by refusing to
sponsor such events as the pub
crawl, the SA can protect itself
from litigation and show responsible leadership in alcohol aware-
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"Our goal is not to be sued," he
emphasized, noting that society
is placing more responsibility on
the organizers for the inebriated
person's well-being and for any
of his subsequent actions while
intoxicated.
"(The) law used to be: you
aren't your brother's keeper,"
Hillman said.
However, this philosophy has
changed. Legal awards of up to
3.2 million, for the injuries sustained while drunk, have been
successfully brought against organizations sponsoring events
where alcohol was available.
This has caused many colleges
and universities to adopt the policy of not sponsoring pub crawls
or even banning any eventassoc iated with liquor from the campus
altogether.
The Students' Association is
currently working in conjunction
with the college administration to
form an alcohol policy for Red
River.

St. John Ambulance
FIRST AID
AND CP.R. TRAINING
SAVES LIVES
TEL 774-1851
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Write
To
Me
As an editor, I've learned to
appreciate the courage of writers.
It takes a great deal of guts to put
your name to a piece of writing
that will reach an audience of
over (in the Projector's case)
5,000 people.
Imagine speaking to a live
audience of over 5,000 people
and you'll see what I mean.
The nature of the material, or
the opinions expressed may not
always appeal to the whole audience, but at least the writer is
making the effort to communicate.
As was the case last week, I
received two phone calls from
people wishing to tell me their
opinion of some of the articles in
the last issue of the Projector.
Some of their criticisms I felt
were valid, and others I didn't
agree with. The point is, if they
want something changed or want
their opinions expressed, they
should pick up a pen and write me
a 'letter to the editor' so everyone
has the benefit of either agreeing
or disagreeing.

I can't be expected to do their
work for them. I could write and
tell you what it was they said—
good and bad, but it is their message and they should be the ones
to express it.
Putting pen to paper, or fingers
to keyboard, is not as easy as
some might think. We all have
opinions about things and it is
easy to just spout them out over
the phone. It's quite another to
write them down coherently.
I appreciate hearing from
people via the telephone—especially when the caller on the other
end is calling because he or she
liked something about the paper.
However, when people call
with legitimate concerns about
specific articles I think it's irrif
portant enough for the Projector
readers to be able to read about
these concerns, so they can draw
their own conclusions.

With the federal government's
ever-failing attempts to have
Quebec brought into the Canadian constitution, the results of
the recentprovincial election must
have been rather disheartening.
The strong showing by theParti
Quebecois has revealed that nationalist sentiments which have
pointed directly at separatism over
the last 20 years are still very
much alive.
Jacques Parizeau, leader of the
PQ, has successfully stirred up
the dissent and powerful emotions that haven't been felt since
the Quebec Referendum of 1980.
And although his party's popularity rose only by two percent
since the last election, its consistent support of around 40% has
many federalists concerned that
if Meech Lake is not ratified by
next June, many Quebecois will
consider the PQ their only alternative.
On the other side of the nationalist theme, there was a strong
showing by the newly-formed
Equality Party. Spawned out of
the resentment Quebec's Englishspeaking community feel towards
the controversial new language
bill, the fledgling party managed
to gain four of the 125 seats. It
wasn't huge, but it sent a clear
signal to the Quebec government
that the more than 600,000 anglophones in the province are fed up
at Bourassa's attempt to protect
French culture at their expense.
What must be equally disturbing to the Mulroney government
is the hostility the rest of Canada
is beginning to show towards
Quebec. The growing consensus
among English Canadians is that
Quebec receives special treatment
whenever it complains of discrimination, and perhaps the only
solution might be to have it secede.

Wolin MIS
An em, byre of the Manitoba Telephone System since 1964. Ms. Nault has held several position..
including an assignment as Acting Vice President. Marketing and Strategic Planning; Assistant to
the President and Chief Executive Officer and Manager - Financial IntOrmation Services in the
Finance Department.
In March 1988, Heather was appointed to the position of Corporate Secretary. Working Inc the
Board of Directors, which is appointed by government. her primary function is to co-ordinate the
timely provision of information to the Board for its consideration in making strategic decisions. tt•
provide advice on policy and management proposals under consideration by the FL Ma to
communicate Board decisions. and to manage administrative matters tor the Boar& Both her
experience and knowledge of the company's operations. as well as her educational background in
the Science program. University of Manitoba, and the Gentile.] Management Accountants' •
Program, provide Heather with the valuable tools required to accomplish her job.
Heather's strong analytical background and broad knowledge (f the industry m which her
corporation operates assists the Board in ensuring it considers the relevant information for each
decision, and enables her to initiate special studies to meet the Board's vat id requirements tot
information.
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The Society of
Management Accountants
of Manitoba

Meech Lake is regarded by
many Canadians as a special
package offered to Quebec in
exchange for their association
with the rest of Canada. Quebec
insists it wants to join the constitution but only if recognized as a
distinct society. Who can argue
that it is not distinct? Of course,
there are other societies of considerable distinction across the
country, but none of such a magnitude and which functions entirely in French. These are surely
some arguments and myths which
can be effectively dealt with in an
attempt to reach a satisfying agreement.
There are clear misunderstandings involved here and it must be
up to the federal government to
do a better job of encouraging

mutual respect and understanding between the two cultures.
Little if any attempts are being
made to persuade Manitoba and
New Brunswick, who have yet to
ratify the Meech Lake Accord, to
accept Quebec as a distinct society. At the same time, there seems
to be little or no pressure on
Quebec to make any concessions
that would appease the English
population, especially in that
province.
If we don't quit snubbing one
another and make some constructive attempts at a conciliation, we
could well wee the end of a characteristic that makes us rather
unique among nations. Unfortunately, this may be what many of
us want.

J. Grant Shelestynski

411■ 1
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One-to-One Tutorials
Calculus
•Statistics
•Business Math
•Physics
•Financial Math
•Economics
•Trigonometry
•Accounting
•Computer Pr.
•Business Courses
•Word Processing •Science
•Electronics
•English

General Adult Upgrading
CANADIAN HOSTELLING ASSOCIATION

TRAVEL
SEMINAR

SAT., OCTOBER 21/89
1:00 - 6:00 PM

MB. SPORT ADMIN. BLDG.
1700 ELLICE AVE.

Who knows Europe bean than a European?
Who has bettor knowledge of whore the unspoiled scenery S
or where the best prices are for food and accommodation?
H you're planning to travel abroad next year, why not attend
giiidinilithiakkaamthaitalis
This is the moat comprehensive overview for budget travel In 19W.
From Scandinavia to the Sudan, from Calgary to Kathmandu
- we've got the latest info on how to get there, visas, discounts and more.
Just for fun, wv7I add refreshments, slides, brochures and our own travel guide.

To register call 985-4164

United Way

EVERYONE BENEFITS
when you give to the United
Way. You're helping children,
teenagers, adults with
problems, the sick, elderly and
handicapped. Give to the
United Way ... it means so
much to so many.

IS

•Reading
•Writing
•Mathematics
•ESL

•Essay Writing
•Study Skills
•Spelling
•Speed Reading

DOWNTOWN
TUTOR CENTRE
783-0283
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Just listen to CMOR for
details on how you can
win lunch for yourself &
8 friends at Burger King.
Remember your rock in
a hard place!

A Dry White Season
Grim and Real
By Melanie Verhaeghe
A Dry White Season is a com-

pelling drama about justice and
injustice under South Africa's
apartheid system.
The story focuses on Ben du
Toit (Donald Sutherland), an
Afrikaancr school teacher whose
life is serene and comfortable. He
lives in Johannesburg with his
wife and family. He has a friendship with a black gardener, Gordon Ngubene (Winston Ntshone),
who works for him.
Gordon's world is a stark contrast to Ben's. His family lives in
the black township of Soweto.
When his son Jonathon is arrested
for participating in a peaceful
demonstration (which ends with
tear-gas and bullets from police)
Gordon conducts a search for his
son. Gordon's investigation leads
to his own arrest and eventually
his death from numerous beatings by police.
Ben does not believe the authorities when they claim Gordon
committed suicide. Together with
Gordon's wife Emily (Thoko
Ntshinga) Ben sets out to expose
the truth. He hires Ian McKenzie
(Marlon Brando) as Emily's
lawyer at the inquest into Gordon's death. Despite overwhelming evidence, the judge rules in
favor of the state.
This ruling causes Ben to be
more frustrated yet determined.
He subsequently charges the state

in a civil law suit. All his life he
believed that the system he knew
was fair. He couldn't believe the
blatant injustice he witnessed.
Ben du Toit seems a little too
naive to be fully believable. How
could you live in South Africa all
your life and not realize that there
are two sets of laws—one for
whites and one for blacks?
Ben's family is torn apart by
his obsession with justice. His
wife Susan (Janet S uzman) leaves
him because she does not understand why he wants to fight. She
realizes the police were wrong,
but she's content to remain complacent—with no life complications.
Ben can't count on his daughter Suzette (Susannah Harker)
either. The only supportive family member is his son Johan
(Rowan Elmes). Some of the interactions between Ben and Johan
were sappy and a little pretentious, but it worked to show how
integral his son becomes.
Although the odds of success
seem insurmountable, Ben still
seeks help from a journalist
Melanie Brewer (Susan Sarandon) to get all the signed affidavits that he and Stanley (Zakes
Mokae), a street-wise black, collected to be used as evidence
against the police. After Melanie
is deported, his goal is to have the
evidence published in the newspaper instead.

Zakes Mokae and Donald Sutherland in A Dry White Season

The outcome is shocking, intense, almost like a spy thriller.
The film throughout uses vivid
images; it sometimes appeared
like the 11:00 news, especially
the demonstration scene complete
with tear-gas and random shootings. The depiction of children
being murdered shows the viewer
the seriousness and reality of the
issue. Some scenes are gruesome,
like the search in the mortuary for
Gordon's son or the beating and
torture of Gordon but added to
the overall effectiveness.
The story itself stood out far
more than any of the acting or
cinematography. It seems the
message attached to the movie is
far more important than who got

top billing. However, out of the
diverse cast, two actors stand out.
One is Marlon Brando. The aging
actor brings life to his sharp and
sarcastic character. The other is
Zakes Mokae whose character has
courage, feelings and a light side
to ease the tension of the film.
Donald Sutherland carries his
role well despite the fact his character has to gain credibility to
make up for his 40+ years of
naivety.
Susan Sarandon's role is small
and almost goes unnoticed. The
remainder of the cast is pulled
from all parts of the globe—the
evil police captain (Jurgen Prochnow) is from Germany, Zakes
Mokae from South Africa and

actress Susannah Harker is from
England, to name a few. Many of
the black roles were played by
South Africans.
The cinematography was less
than appealing but anything more
may have taken away from the
story. It was filmed in Zimbabwe
but remained authentic to South
Africa.
The film is powerful and very
relevant because the issue is still
part of our everyday news. The
film takes a closer look at what
apartheid does to people—black
and white, and it does an effective
job.
This movie is real and should
help the cause.

Who Watches The Watchmen?
By Don Bailey & Cynthia
Thoroski
Allan Moore introduced
Watchmen to the public in 1986.
Back then, Watchmen was the
name of a ground-breaking DC
comic book. Today, other reputedly ground-breaking artists have
claimed the illustrious title, specifically, a quirky quartet of young
Winnipeg musicians.
Winnipeg's version of The
Watchmen is the year-old vision
of four Charleswood bosy with
roots in a little-known band by
the name of Jarah and the Ghost.
Since their formation, they have
travelled a long way, a theme
which seems to be emphasized in
their repertoire. In fact, after being
discovered by Hungry I Agency
and taking first place in Winnipeg's 92CITI FM Homegrown
Contest, they have travelled as
fax as the National Homegrown
competition in Toronto.
Students were given a chance
to watch The Watchmen for them-

selves during the Sept. 29 nooner
in the Tower Lounge. A relaxed
audience of about 50 students
found their way into the cramped
quarters to patiently await the
band who are the self-proclaimed
"Rockers of Winnipeg".
Bassist Pete Loewen was found
on stage setting up for the show,
while the rest of the band was
discovered kicking back in the
Students' Association office.
Right down to their immaculate
jeans and T-shirts, they were the
epitome of the MTV image—a
group of clean-cut, short-haired
prairie boys.
"Allan who?" was the smug
response of vocalist Danny
Greaves (pronounced Graves)
when asked his opinion of The
Watchmen's creator.
Judging from the clued-out
expressions sported by the rest of
the band and the apologetic giggle
that issued from guitarist Joey
Serlin, the question of who had
named the band was easily deter-

mined.
By the time The Watchmen
made it onto the stage the dwindling crowd was becoming restless. The only one who seemed to
have any enthusiasm for the event
was Kathy Bortoluzzi, the Students' Association Program Director, who promised that The
Watchmen were going to "Shake,
rattle, and roll".
About five minutes into the onehour set, it appeared that The
Watchmen were a mirror image
of their blank-eyed, staring audience. Save for the steady support
of drummer Grant Page, and the
barking rhythms of Pete Loewen's
bass, the band was largely inanimate—Greaves looking up from
his shoes only on occasion and
guitarist Serlin involved in his
fretboard to the point of staring at
it.
The setlist opened with a poppy
piece called "Truck Driver Yeah",
which typified the bubble gum
rock flavour found in many

commercial bands. Other originals, punctuated by the vocalist's
fixation with the tambourine and
cow bell, tended to echo the same
characteristics of popular rock
with underlying social messages
that bordered on cliche.
"Breaking Down the Lines",
for instance, is as Serlin described
it, "Our own broken lines about
breaking the lines of communication in the world that we live in
today". All originals, for reasons
unknown, expressed a continuous theme of travel—from the
homecoming in "Crazy Days" to
the conventional comings and
goings of friends in the lyrics of
"One Man Gone", a cut which
will appear on this year's National Homegrown album.
Not unexpectedly, The Watchmen seemed more confident when
playing cover songs than originals. A lot of effort went into the
revamping of Paul S imon' s folksy
tune "Me and Julio Down by the
Schoolyard", which Serlin em-

bellished with numerous slide
leads, to successfully transform it
into believable rock 'n' roll. Other
covers such as "Me and the
Farmer" by the Housemartins and
REM's "Driver 8" were just as
convincingly done if not a little
monotonous.
Overall, The Watchmen had a
tight, clean sound which was
mixed impressively, despite the
blaring, club-like volume which
did its worst in Greaves' piercing
harmonica solos.
Aside from the unprecedented
originality displayed in the closing songs, "Pillow Talk" and
"New England", their sound was
typical of the Canadian club scene
and easily falls in with many of
the other prairie bands putting
forth a flat, wheatfield pop.
In the future, if The Watchmen
choose to give life to a non-existent presence and develop that
spark of originality they hinted

of, it just may be that they will be
worth watching.
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Popular Theatre Alliance Puts
"Social Change" at Centre Stage
By Louise Charette
When the Popular Theatre Alliance of Manitoba has its way,
the Gas Station Theatre is filled
with boisterous patrons who have
sacrificed an evening of bingo for
free tickets and a ride down to
Osborne Village to see their
friends perform in the latest play
sponsored by the five-year-old
company.
This was the scenario last year
when the PTAM staged "Under
the Line", a play written, produced and performed by the No
Name Brand Clan, a group of
North End residents familiar with
life under the poverty _line and
willing to show Winnipeggers
their efforts to rise above it. They
were able to do so because of the
professional and financial help
they received from the PTAM.
"When we first appeared on the
arts scene in 1984, the other theatre groups saw us as social workers, not as artists," said Margo
Charlton, artisitic director and
founding member of the theatre
group.
"We have gradually gained
credibility in the arts community--partly for producing credible work and partly for treating
well the professionals we hire,"
she added.
Their increased respectability
in the arts community isn't entic-

ing them away from their mandate—to use theatre to promote
social change. When they assist a
community group to develop a
play, they are involved "from
beginning to end," says Charlton.
"We spent about two years with
"Under the Line", says Charlton,
"and the funding for that production, included the cost of childcare
and juice for the kids so that parents could attend meetings and
rehearsals."
Their own professional productions are always focused on social issues.
"We always make sure we do
more than just show a play," says
Charlton. Whether its their own
production or a touring show they
have co-sponsored with local
social agencies, "We'll have information booths in the lobby or
related workshops so people can
learn more about the issues," she
says.
Popular Theatre Alliance will,
for a fee, prepare a play for an
organization or agency.
"We provide plays for conferences or other special events,"
says Charlton, a service "agencies might request when they
don't have time to apply for a
grant.
"The Multicultural Bookfare is
one of the events we're writing
for this year," says Charlton,

Photo b TERESA CICCARELLI

Jeffrey Hatcher— the man

Jeffrey Hatcher's
Beat Goes On
By Teresa Ciccarelli
He's waited his whole life to
make a record in the city where he
was born and raised.
Jeffrey Hatcher, frontman of
the Winnipeg-based band Jeffrey
Hatcher and the Big Beat, has a
record deal with a major label

that will release his record in
Canada and the United States
sometime after Christmas.
Hatcher, 32, and his band,
(consisting of his two brothers:
drummer Paul, 30, and guitarist
Don, 27, and newest member,
bassist Randy Hadubiak, formerly

adding, "we've had to limit the
number of projects we'll do to
eight because we just don't have
the time to do more."
PTAM will continue to provide professional assistance to
community groups without
charge this year.
"We've worked with kids at
Rossbrook House (an inner city
drop-in centre) and sometimes the
older kids call us up when they
need help," Charlton says. "The
Immigrant Women's Association
is trying to set up a theatre group
now, too."
The corning season promises
to be PTAM's most ambitious to
date. It begins with an evening of
locally produced theatre and
music on Oct. 4. Later in the month
PTAM will be co-sponsoring a
discussion with Phillipinc popular theatre worker Yolando Arban.
November's lineup includes a
series of plays written, directed
and performed by local women, a
bilingual audience participation
play by the Quebec touring theatre group Le Theatre Parminou,
and the launching of a new community play about family violence.
PTAM's own professional
production will be, for the first
time, written locally.
"We've commissioned Bruce

of The Cheer) will begin recording their second album next month
here in Winnipeg.
Hatcher, whose career is moving constantly upward, has full
input on the yet to be titled second
album.
The follow-up album to Cross
Our Hearts will not be released
until Hatcher is completely satisfied with it, which may mean
bringing in outside musicians.
Rock 'n' roll, soul, folk, that's
often danceable, and "occasionally deliberately mindless" is the
way Hatcher describes his music.
"I don't have any role models,"
he said. Hatcher doesn't pattern himself after any musical
artists because he doesn't want
to turn into a "one song band."
The music Hatcher likes best
is: 1960s rock 'n' roll, country
folk, British Isles folk, and pm1950s jazz.
A few of his favorite records ever made include: Dusty
and Memphis, Little Richard's
Greatest flits and James
Carr—The Dark End of the
Street.

Currently,
Michelle
S hocked, Tracy Chapman , and
John Hiatt area few artists that
Hatcher enjoys listening to.
While attending Kelvin
High School, Hatcher was a
"teen-age drip, then a teen-age
drunk", he said, grinning.
He disliked high school and

Python's the Meaning of Life?

McManus, a Winnipeg writer, to
write a play about Selkirk Avenue," says Charlton.
PTAM remains in a second
floor office over a now defunct
grocery store on the corner of
Salter and Selkirk, despite the
convergence of arts groups in
Artspace several years ago and a
recent fire they haven't yet recovered from. Charlton suggested that
they are remaining true to a tradition established in the neighborhood many years ago.
"There was lost of music and
theatre here in the 1930s and
'40s", says Charlton, "at places
like the Jewish Community Hall
and the Ukrainian Labor Temple.
"They dealt with the issues of
the day," she adds.
The McManus production will
explore the history of Selkirk
Avenue, says Charlton.
"We want to launch the production in a hall here in June, and
move it to the Gas Station Theatre for the rest of its run."
Charlton dreams of someday
opening a theatre in the neighborhood.
"We didn't move into Artspace
when everyone else was because
we see ourselves as being a bridge
between the arts community and
the poor, something which might
be difficult to maintain if we left
the community," Charlton says.

dropped out because all he wanted
to do was play the guitar and
write songs.
He pursued a career in music
because it was something he had
to do, something he loved, and he
didn't want to do anything else.
"It just happened. It's like falling in love," he said.
The Fuse (1977-90) and The
Six (1980-84) are the bands
Hatcher fronted before forming
Jeffrey Hatcher and the Big Beat,
whose star is on the rise.
He is very pleased with the
success he has achieved thus far,

"People in the neighborhood
arc shy about going to Osborne
Village," she adds.
"When "Under the Line" was
playing, the North End Women's
Centre offered to drive people
down there because they were
nervous about going.
"It's really hard to show a play
here (thought) because you can
never get a hall for more than two
nights in a row. The rest of the
time they are booked for bingo,"
Charlton says.
In the face of ever-threatening
government funding cut-backs,
an immediate goal of PTAM is to
diversify tis funding sources.
"When the Manitoba Arts
Council pulls someone's funding, they're gone," says Charlton ,
citing the deaths of Aggasiz
Theatre, the Manitoba Puppet
Theatre and Forty Below Mime's
uncertain future.
"Our funding comes from
sources as varied as Core Area
Initiative, the Manitoba Arts
Council, Cultural Affairs, and the

City of Winnipeg," says Chart ton,
"and depending on the project,
we can also get funding from the
Department of Education and the
Secretary of State, for example,"
she adds.
"We just got our Charitable Tax
Number, so we have started looking at foundations as a source of
funding, too."
but he thinks that things always
move too slowly.
In the next five years, Hatcher
said he would like to be "five
more albums away from where
we are now."
Look for Hatcher to be playing
in the clubs around town on
weekends while recording his
album.
Performing on stage "feels
pretty at home, even though it's
an unusual thing to do fora living.
But we've been doing it for quite
a while," said Hatcher.
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DINNER • THEATRE
• Featuring top plays nightly Tuesday
through Saturday
• Sunday matinee at 4:00 p.m., dinner
served at 6:00 p.m.
• $31.00 per person Tues.-Thurs. & Sun.
• $33.00 per person Fri. & Sat.
• $29.00 per person on Seniors' Night,
Wednesday evenings and Sunday
matinee (with seniors identification)
Now Showing

El Grande De Coca-Cola

A hilarious musical farce
THE WESTIN

Hort 1

Winetven

October 3rd to January 27th,1990
For reservations or more information call 985 6200
-

By Jamie Shanks
Now there are columns in this
here paper that deal with such
serious stuff as school events, big
college administrative news, cults
invading our decent establishment, and other important topics.
So what's the hot item on the
Shlock Talk desk this week?
Vomit, naturally.
Okay. Last issue, as you all
damn well remember (unless you
didn't read my column, in which
case I would have to recommend
it) I made the dumb mistake of
giving the Best Vomit crown to
C. Thomas Howell in The Hitcher.

Next thing I know, there's screaming mobs of people running headlong through the streets in horrorstricken madness, sirens wailing,
thunderand lightning splitting the
sky, roaring cars hitting ramps
and jumping over rapids and
bottomless gorges, gunfire filling
the air...well, okay, maybe not
thunder and lightning.
Suffice it to say that I created a
big controversy. Allow me to take
my foot out of my mouth...
Best Vomit-Everybody has
their favorite flavor, a favorite
color, a favorite band...why not a
puke? How about the one in Monty

The Drano-induced heave in
Mother' s Day? Maybe the one in
Poltergeist II where an actor gets
listed in the credits as The Vomit
Creature...you can't get much
better than that. But hey, I'm not
one to force my opinion on others...
And now, I know you're all
turning into slavering mad dogs
with the pulse-pounding tension,
so let's do it...
Best Special Effects- Absolute technical perfection: Tron.
The special effects will blow you
away. Come to think of it, the
whole film is one big special effect.

Worst Special Effects- Think
of this one as a warning. Do not
see Starship Invasions. I mean,
there are Sunday morning TV
cook shows with better effects.
And then there's Swamp Thing,
which has all the style and finesse
of a two-by-four with a nail stuck

The

winner, folks: Lifeforce. Why?
in it.
Worst Movie Ever-The Sh- Because this flick has it all!
ankster deals out justice. Like I You've got shenanigans in the
said, don't see Starship Invasions; tail of Halley's Comet, vampires
this movie does for science fic- from outer space, people turning
tion what the guillotine does for into walking zombies that
dandruff. Evil aliens are brain- crumble into dust, London in
washing everyone on earth to flames, the army ready to nuke
commit suicide, so the good-guy `em into submission, and a goraliens recruit Robert Vaughn to geous naked vampire queen in
save the world with his pocket control of it all.
calculator. Need I say more? Of
I ask you, what more do you
course I do.
Dishonourable mentions are want? If you said, "A Vulcan
The Alpha Incident, which taught mind-meld with a man possessed
me never to judge a movie by its by the naked space vampire
cover. Several people are trapped queen," you got that too. A wellin a train station where they must rounded flick to say the least.
A runner-up? The Toxic
remain awake, because if they
nod off their heads will explode Avenger, probably the tackiest,
due to an alien virus in the vicin- most tasteless and brutal movie
ity. (The same didn't go for me, I've ever seen, as well as the
thank God.)...and Operation funniest. While I was screaming
Ganymede, winner of the Golden in laughter, my date walked out
Asteroid Award, but I rented it on me in disgust...but by God, it
was worth it.
anyway...
I love this job.
Best Movie Ever-This is it—
the big one. There's only one

and
UNIVERSAL FILMS CANADA

Invite You To
Test Your. Shocker I.Q. And Win

hum the director of "A Nightmare on Elm Street" and "The Serpent and the Rainbow?'

A Double Pass To The Oct. 25 Preview of
Universal Pictures' Shocker!!!

On October 2nd, at 6:45 a.m.
mass murderer Horace Pinker was put to death.
Now, he's really mad.

Three of these films belong together. Three of these films are
kinda the same in that... they don't exist!!!
Yes, three of the movie titles listed below were made up! If you
can determine which of the 13 titles are fictitious, you can win one
of 65 double passes to the screening of Shocker at the Garrick
Theatre on October 25. You get three guesses. One correct guess is
all you need to win.
So just put your name and telephone number, along with your
three answers, on the enclosed entry form and leave it in the pink
Projector box in the Student Association office. Winners will be
contacted by phone, One entry per person, please.
1. The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and
Became Mixed Up Zombies
2. Shriek of the Mutilated
3. Neutron Vs. The Slime Creature
4. Dracula's Dog
5. The Eye Creatures
6. Hell Date
7. Microwave Massacre
8. The Night God Screamed
9. Werewolf In A Girl's Dormitory
10. The Wrestling Women Vs. The Aztec Mummy
11. It Floats!
12. The Worm Eaters
13. My Son, the Vampire

WES CRAVEN'S

Sn
E

Name
Phone Number
My Three Answers:
1.
2.
3.
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DISGUISE the LIMIT
COSTUME IDEAS!
1950s & 60s Dresses &
Gowns 1/2 Price!
Feather Boas • Sequin Masks • Hippie
Dresses,Tops & Bell Bottoms • Long Cigarette
Holders • Tuxedos • Fishnets • Sunglasses •
Vintage Suits & Ties • Military Gear • Long
& Short Gloves • Hawaiians
• Blues Brothers Fedoras • Bowlers
HATS
• Black or Red Top Hats • Boaters
NEW STOCK EVERY WEEK

IF

you have to get dressed in the morning...
847 Corydon Mon-Sat 11-6/Fri In 8/Sun 12-4

George Toles A Major
Influence In Winnipeg Film
pital, Maddin's last completed
George Toles is a man who has film, but the narrative is much
contributed more to the film and firmer.
"The story ofArchangel incortheatre industry in Winnipeg than
is realized, but he often goes porated much of the original story
unnoticed because his work hides Maddin had, but the central idea
behind the directors or even films. of amnesia affects all the characBruce Duggan, an accom- ters."
Toles says that there was a
plished film-maker in his own
right, said that Toles has a natural perfect rapport between himself
gift for story editing, a part of and Maddin and that the writing
film-making that makes a large was very easy.
He presently sits on an advicontribution to the end results of
sory committee for The Winnipeg
the film.
John Paizs, another Winnipeg Film Group, that hands out money
film-maker, agrees with Duggan to members that are in the process
when he says that besides playing of making films.
He offers that anyone interested
the bit parts in his films, Toles
offers advice and critiques on his in making films should join the
group because of the talent and
stories.
Toles says that he helps Paizs resources available, including a
and Duggan but he finds that he distribution network and various
can offer the most assistance to workshops.
"The films made independently
people when the script is underfrom organizations like the CBC
developed.
Toles has enjoyed helping and NFB are far more interesting
Stephanie Kostiuk with her films. because of the corporate look that
Although she has not completed a almost all corporate films have."
Besides influencing a number
film yet, he believes that she
of students at the University of
promises great things.
Kostiuk is presently working Manitoba, where he is a professor
on a script that Paizs will direct. of film and theatre, he teaches
At the moment they are finding workshops at the Winnipeg Film
money to make the 1 to 1.5 mil- Group.
"If it (film-making) loses its
lion dollar budget film that Toles
sense, then we all lose."
will act as a script advisor on.
A good example of this is the
Toles has helped Guy Maddin
in his very successful films and in direction Hollywood films are
introducing him to the art of films headed in.
"It's a bad period for Hollyas well. Maddin was a student of
Toles' and since that time he has wood films. In Spike Lee's film
helped him with story editing and Do the Right Thing, I can see a
glimmer of hope but otherwise
writing.
Maddin's latest film Archan- it's a dry spell."
When asked about what he
gel was co-written by Toles.
"The story was set in WWII but thinks of the feature films coming
there were no characters when out lately, he replied: "Draw your
Maddin approached me with ii" own conslusions."
Toles believes that the CanaToles says the film is as dreamlike as Tales from the Girnli Hos- dian film-making industry is

Maddin's first film The Dead Father was only one example.
He feels that a film-maker must
be imaginative and have a drive
to persist even in the eyes of failure and disaster.

headed "down the toilet" because
of Free Trade
"There are many good lowbudget Canadian films being
made right now, but they will be
driven under by the American
film power. It's too bad, because
it's an exciting chapter in Canadian film-making."
He has not made a film yet
because he is a "coward" or at
least he thinks so. He feels he has
not got the visual sense to make a
film.
"I am an ear person. I can recognize and respond to these images, but I don't feel I can create
them and films live and die in
images."
He is leaving his options open
and if something comes up, and
he can work as a co-director, he
will probably do it.
At present, he has his eye on a
script but feels he could not take
it on solely because he would be
crushed if he failed and he couldn' t
stand it to wait around endlessly
during the editing process.
Many of his students have gone
on to do some amazing film projects, and he says sometimes he is
astounded at what they achieve.

Toles has contributed his directing talents to The Black Hole
Theatre at the University of
Manitoba, directing such plays as
The Cherry Orchard, A Streetcar
Named Desire and White Biting
Dog.
Toles is directing Translations
at the Black Hole Theatre Company this fall and it is a different
kind of play for him.
"I have an aversion to repeating myself, becoming predictable.
I would never do a play I didn't
generally love, though, because
you have to work with it for six
weeks."
He has no plans to leave Winnipeg but feels that maybe it may
present a challenge for him if he
did. He adds he could be persuaded.
"I love my job. It's the best job
in the whole world. I love the
academic climate."
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Win a Trip to
TORONTO!
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and vocalist.
The Choir is four talented
Christian musicians who's music
is minimalistand notglossed over
by production, and lyrically they
are deeper than the last dream

waiting to play your mind before
you fall out of bed in the a.m.
Wide-Eyed Wonder starts side
one with Daugherty's cutting and
catchy vocals on "Someone to
Hold Onto" in the REM vein. The
listener is then exposed to Daugherty's depth of love for his new
daughter in "To Cover You."
Lyrics in this tune like "I would
torch everything to keep you
warm" express this clearly.
"Robin //ad A Dream" is a fun
song full of strange dream-like
vocals, while the song "Spin You
Around" has snappy bass hooks
guaranteed to stay in your brain
`cause you want 'em there!
Side one closes with the title

Paul Johnson
cut, a simple acoustic/harmonica
arrangement.
Side two starts off light heartedly with "Happy Fool" taking a
slap at human over-anxiety.
"...Why should we run? Let's fix
the roof instead!" and then continues with an eerie song called
"Car Etc." In this piece the lis-

tener is taken on a long, cool
evening crive with what can only
be described as 'perfect night
music'. Moody and even scary
with haunting vocal echoes and a
baby crying can be heard.
The rest of the LP is also moody,
but the George Harrison cover
"Behind That Locked Door" just

doesn't fit.

Timbuk 3-Edge of Allegiance (IRS)-it may have been
foresight that inspired Timbuk 3
to include the song "Little People
Make Big Mistakes" on their last
album, since Edge of Allegiance
requires that kind of generosity of
spirit from its listeners.
The husband and wife duo,
who've gained a following for
their sense of humour and the
child-like simplicity of Pat
MacDonald's songs, have taken
a more serious approach this
timme—and lost a lot of their
charm as a result.
Gone too are Barbara
MacDonald's vocals, now buried

BURGER And CMOR Present

KING
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The Choir is simply the best kept
secret in music this side of
Heaven! And their latest album
does a long way to prove it.
The current members include
the two genius pillars of the band
Derri Daugherty and Steve
Hindalong and two new additions,
Daniel Micheals and Robin Spurs,
the eloquent new female bassist
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The Choir-Wide-Eyed
Wonder (Myrrh/A & M)-

ROLLING STONES
STEEL WHEELS
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By Paul Johnson, Louise Charette, and Harvey Metal

and your ears to a real "band of
the '90s". The Choir puts Amy
Grant and Stryper's intellect to
shame.
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Wax Eloquence

Open your eyes to the video

nxr

U
What band was considered the Rolling Stone's rival?
U
I Name:
Telephone #:
I Answer:
Enter this ballot at the SA office, DM20.
nononnumummill
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1
3
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2
1
4
5
9
7
6
17
10
13
8
11
20
15
18
12
14

ARTIST
Prince
Richard Marx
Fine Young Cannibals
Tom Petty
Don Henley
The Cult
Kim Mitchell
Alannah Myles
Rolling Stones
Madonna
10,000 Maniacs
Love & Rockets
The Tragically Hip
Pixies
Elton John
54.40
Neo A4
Milli Vanilli
John Mellencamp
Bobby Brown

ALBUM
Batman Soundtrack
Repeat Offender
Raw & the Cooked
Full Moon Fever
End of the Innocence
Sonic Temple
Rockland
Alannah Myles
Steel Wheels
Like A Prayer
Blind Man's Zoo
Love & Rockets
Up To Here
Doolittle
Sleeping with the Past
Fight for Love
Hard Way
Girl You Know
Big Daddy
Don't Be Cruel

DISTR.
Warner
EMI
IRS
MCA
Geffen
Vertigo
Alert
Atlantic
CBS
Sire
Electra
Vertigo
MCA
Vertigo
MCA
Reprise
Duke St.
Arista
Mercury
MCA

in the more sophisticated production of the album.
In the past, Timbuk 3 was able
to deal with political issues without sounding preachy, but -their
new grown-up approach gives
songs like "Acid Rain" and
"Daddy's Down in the Mine" a
leaden, hit-me-with-a-hammeralready feel.
"B-Side ofLife" and "Standard
White Jesus" are the only songs
that approach the quirkiness of
their previous work.
Let's hope their big mistake is
a short-lived one.

Louise Charette
Lizzy Borden—Master Of
Disguise
Well, Lizzy is one of those guys
that's been kicking around for
years, looking for that one big
album and with this release, he
might have done it. With an entirely new band and some great
songs, this album cooks! This is
definitely an album that vocalists
will appreciate. The harmonies
that run abound on this slab-owax are among the best I've heard
all year. Check out the title track,
One False Move, or Phantoms.
Lizzy can still crank out the
anthems as well. Give a listen to
We Got the Power or Love is
Crime.
Lizzy's only problem is the
same problem he's always had:
great songs, but no label support,
no major tour, and no radio play.
So Master Of Disguise will
probably be ignored and Lizzy
Borden will remain an underground hero while bands like
Poison and Faster Pussycat make
millions.
Rating 90 Watts.

Harvey Metal

K
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THAT'S
HOW MANY
CANADIANS
ARE WHEELCHAIR TENNIS
PLAYERS

-44

ALSO GETTING AIRPLAY
The Graces
Proclaimers
Eurythmics
Bob Dylan
B.A.D.

‘F,

Perfect View
Sunshine on Leith
We Too Are One
Oh, Mercy
Megatop Phoenix

A 48c. M
Chrys.
RCA
CBS
CBS

CMOR RECORD BREAKING SOCIAL IS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.
CONTACT CMOR FOR YOUR TICKETS.
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Wrestle Fever Heads Up North
By Chris Irvine
The world of professional
wrestling is a two-sided coin.
On one side there's the glamour, the fame and the money; yet
on the other there's the long hours
of travel, the absence of a home
life and the possibility of serious
injury. All of these factors are
experienced by a wrestler on a
wrestling tour.
This summer I accompanied
the Keystone Wrestling Alliance
on its tour of northern Manitoba,
doing such jobs as setting up the
ring, driving the ring truck and
helping the wrestlers with their
pre- and post-match needs.
The tour ventured into the wilds
of Flin Ron, The Pas, Cross Lake
and many other northern domiciles. It was put together by local
sports announcer Bob Holliday
to erase the bad tastes left in northem wrestling fans' mouths.
"I put the tour together to bring
some good wrestling into the
North. They've been ripped off
so many times, but if I can bring
a good card to their town, I know
they'll enjoy it and return," he
said.
The main attraction of the cards
was former American Wrestling
Association and National Wrestling Alliance tag-team champion
Baron Von Raschke.
Von Raschke joined the KWA
after a stint with the World Wrestling Federation.
"I don't know why the WWF
let me go. I wish I knew. Oh,
well—other jobs will come. I
learned something," Von Raschke
said.
As well as learn, he also taught
his fellow wrestlers as much as he
could.
"The Baron is a very nice man.
He watches a match and points
out any flaws. It really helps,"
said 21-year-old Minnesota wrestler, Jimmy Diamond.

Don't let his ugly exterior fool you. The Baron is a nice, cuddly guy.
Many other wrestlers on the
tour hail from Minnesota as well,
and came on the tour under the
guidance of the Iron Duke, another AWA veteran.
"This tour is a treat compared
to some of the tours I've been on.
I remember when we used to pitch
in to buy a loaf of bread and some
meat. It was all we could afford,
so it was the only way to cat."
The Alaskan, another veteran,

agreed.
"This trip is great with Bob
(Holliday) paying for the rooms.
When I used to work for (AWA
promoter) Verne Gagne, we used
to separate the mattresses and
divide the blankets to fit about 11
guys in a room. It was so much
cheaper."
But the tour wasn't without its
flaws.
Imagine the surprise when the

top rope flew off the ring post in
Rossbum, or when the ring sunk
into the dirt floor in Riverton.
During a match in Flin Flon, a
daring child stole the Alaskan's
prized war club. In Keewatin, the
ring literally began to fall apart
during a contest between Diamond and Luscious Bobby
Driver. By the time Driver bested
Diamond, the ring was in pieces.
It's incidents like these that

bring wrestling's appeal down,
according to Von Raschke.
"It doesn't matter if the ring
falls apart, you have to continue.
Even though there might only be
fifty people in the crowd, it doesn' t
matter. I've wrestled in front of
nobody for a T.V. taping. You
have to expect it."
He also warned young wrestlers against steroids.
"Stay away from steroids. I
once saw the Road Warriors return from a tour of Japan, where
you can't get steroids. They
looked like a pair of old ladies.
Besides, steroids make you bald
and give you a German accent,"
he said while shaving the stubble
off his head, a nightly ritual.
Other wrestlers commented on
wrestling's hard life.
"It's a bitch, man. It gets really
hard sometimes, but it helps you
get the women," said the 270pound Predator.
"You want to wrestle before
you get married. It's hard to goon
the road for days at a time when
you've got a wife and kids at
home," added Catfish Charlie.
The Iron Duke also warned
about the evils of substance abuse.
"You can't survive in this sport
if you go out and drink up your
pay. If you save the cash and
don't go boozing, you'll be one
step ahead."
Seasoned referee, Joe Fiorino,
summed up the chances of making it in the wrestling game.
"If you want to wrestle, go
ahead and do it. I guarantee that
you'll have a great time, but not
too many guys make it. Unless
you do, there isn't much money
to be made. But if you really have
the desire, you'll go somewhere.
I love this sport and I want to see
it continue. It's a rough life, but
you'll meet some great people
and have some great times."

Canadian Sports Network TSN In
the Major Leagues
By Fred Standil

5 nights accomodation/5-day lift tickets
with bus transportation

December 27 to January 1
First Deposit of $100 due by Oct. 20
Final Deposit by Dec. 8, 1989.
Get more information in SA office, Room DM20.

Gretzky. Dunigan. Fernandez.
Montana. Strange. Lendl. What
do these icons in their respective
sports have in common? The
answer to this question is TSN, or
The Sports Network, as it is officially known. When Canada
wants the latest in sports news/
coverage, they look to the
Toronto-based all sports-network.
TSN celebrated five years on
their air in September, and the
consensus seems to be that the
network is on the right track.
Armed with a staff of enthusias-
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tic, although sometimes erratic,
broadcast journalists, TSN brings
the games into the nation's homes
seven days a week.
John Wells, son of local media
legend "Cactus Jack", heads the
group of young guns on TSN.
The Sports Network serves up an
information package called
"Sportsdesk" four times daily.
This half hour fix keeps viewers
up to date on the latest results,
while sprinkling in timely profiles on well known sports figures
and personaliti ties.
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The Sports Network offers
Canadians the best in coverage of
major league baseball, NHL, CFL,
professional golf, tennis and the
NFL. The network is right behind
the Blue Jays. In fact, announcer
Fergie Oliver seems to have set a
new standard with his proToronto bias. His $200,000 salary seems to indicate that the top
brass at TSN like his work—it's
just the rest of us in Canada that
cringe every time he cries, "HOW
ABOUT THOSE BLUE JAYS!"
As for the rest of the staff, there

•
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seems to be a mix of talent ranging from good to frustrating, to
say the least. The aforementioned
Wells delivers a good product,
while Peter Watts seems unsure
at best. As for young Gino Reda,
his "distant" delivery on
Sportsdesk leaves you wondering if he really knows sports.
Come on, Gino, enunciate! Look
excited!
On the plus side, Michael
Landsberg brings his own brand
of poise into the studio. He may
indeed be from the Bryant Gumbel school of stoicism—that's the

•

good news. Let's hope that
Michael's presonality does not
parallel that of Gumbel, a man
who seems to feel he is above all
others in his high profile role.
While the talent is mixed, the
product is strong. Canadian sports
junkies relish the thought of tuning into TSN. A network totally
devoted to sports is a dream for
many. While improvements can
and most certainly will be made,
The Sports Network is here to
stay. When it comes to sports in
this country, TSN is in the major
leagues.
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NFL Preview Continued
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WANTED

By Paul Friesen
Over in the NFC, it should be a
dogfight between three legitimate
Super Bowl contenders, including the defending champion San
Francisco 49ers. The only thing
working against the Niners is
history—no team has claimed
back-to-back titles since the '78'79 Pittsburgh Steelers. That's
nine championship teams that
couldn't win it all again the following year. In fact, the last two
(Washington and the New York
Giants) didn't even make the
playoffs. Don't expect that to
happen to San Francisco, despite
the retirement of head coach Bill
Walsh.
The 49ers simply have too
many offensive weapons—Montana, Jerry Rice, Roger Craig—
and too solid a defense to stray
very far from the top. They will
be pushed from within their division, but neither the L.A. Rams
nor the New Orleans Saints have
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the horses.
What's that I hear? The Chicago Bears won't be the same
without Jim McMahon at guar-

The Bears have that winning
combination: a powerful ground
game and a punishing defense.
Runningback Neal Anderson is
one of the best, and the Bears'
offensive line has been together
for years. Quarterback Mke
Tomczak may not have the flair
of McMahon, but he gets the job
done—and gets along with Mike
Ditka to boot. The Bears' defense
will be awesome again, with a
healthy Richard Dent at end;
however, matching last year's 124 record may not be that easy.
Are the Minnesota Vikings
ready to make their move? The
V it:es finished just a game behind
Chicago last season and have
added linebacker Mike Mariweather from Pittsburgh. Contract holdouts hit the Vikings hard,
however, as no fewer than eight
starters, five of them Pro-Bowlers, missed at least part of training camp. They have the talent-
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terback? It says here the Bears
will be as strong as ever and are
the best bet to knock off the 49ers
for a trip to New Orleans.

including that all-important defense—to stay with the Bears.
In the East, the Philadelphia
Eagles have the incredible Randall Cunningham and not much
else on offence. Cunningham is a
pleasure to watch, with an amazing combination of running and
throwing ability. The New York
Giants or Washington Redskins,
however, will win the division.
Remember, these were Super
Bowl winners just a couple of
years ago. Neither team has the
defense to go all the way, though.
In the AFC Buffalo, Cincinnati
and Denver will win their divisions, with Houston and Cleveland as wildcards. The NFC will
see the NY Giants, Chicago and
San Fransciso claim division
crowns, while Washington and
Minnesota sneak in as wildcards.
The Super Bowl? Cincinnati
over Chicago--the Ickey Shuffle
will prevail!

Jets Defense Inoffensive At Best
By Todd Lewys
In hockey, "finesse" is a
term generally associated with
deft, high-scoring forwards. How
come the same term comes to
mind when one thinks of the
Winnipeg Jets defense?
The reason is simple. Of
the eight defensemen the Jets have
on their roster, four are "offensive" defensemen, two are stayat-home passive types, and only
two can be called aggressive. And
the jury is still out on those latter
two.
If you haven't already
guessed that the the Jets' four
offensive defensemen are Frederick Olausson, dave Ellet, Randy
Carlyle, and Moe Mantha, shame
on you. The first three defensemen play an "excuse me" brand
of defense that contributed greatly
to the NHL' s highest goals against
average in 1988-1989. The fourth
man, Mantha, was traded away
by former GM John Ferguson
because he was more interested
in scoring goals than keeping them
out.
The stay-at-home passive
types in theJets' defensive scheme
are Brad Berry and Teppo Numminen. Despite his good size (6'
2", 190 lbs.), Berry prefers to play
a laid back, "come-to-me" style
of defense. He rarely shows the
dark-sided personality that a defenseman needs to gain respect in
his own end. Sadly, he usually
nails an opposing forward after
he has scored a goal.
Numminen is cut from the
same cloth as Berry. At 6'1" and
190 lbs. he has to learn to use his

size better. This doesn't mean
blasting a guy into the tenth rowit simply means riding your check
into the end boards and out of the
play. I know you can do it Teppo.
The Jets' "aggressive"
defensemen are Peter Taglianetti
and Shawn Cronin. Taglianetti
plays the game with an enthusiasm unmatched by any player on
the Jets. He'll do anything to winwhether it means blocking a shot,
fighting the other team's tough
guy, or taking a necessary penally. The other defensemen could
learn from that.
Cronin is largely an unknown quantity. He has shown an
abundance of toughness during
the pre-season, and if he can show
that quality on a regular basis, he
will be a major contributor to the
team.
The bottom line is that the
Jet defense will have to get tougher
on the whole. The finesse defenseman will have to learn when
to be physical and when not to. It
is fine to use finesse to set up
plays when in the opposition zone.
However finesse must fly out the
door when it comes to preventing
goals.
The "stay-at-home passive
types" must abandon their laid
back nature. They will have to
become more physically involved
in the play if they hope to keep
their spot in the line-up.
The aggressive defensemen? They can keep on doing
what they're doing, and more of

Professional caregiver with eight
years experience is providing
loving care and a planned program in a smoke-free home. For
pm-school children. Evening care
available for parents on shiftwork
or evening classes. Call Wendy at
837-6035.

Planning A Wedding? I'll give
you professional wedding photography for $300 or less. YOU
keep the negatives. Will also
handle kids or family portraits,
custome B &W processing/printing, models portfolios. You name
it! I need $$! Call Paul at 6680275.
ABC's of Chi ldren Staying Home
Alone—a program to help children safely and confidently manage at-home-alone time. Offered
on Oct. 13 & 14 at Vincent Massey. Call South Winnipeg Family
Information Centre to register at

For more information,
call Wendy at
837-6035

FROM

Effective Parenting Programhelps parents learn new ways of
dealing with old problems. For
parents of preschool to middle
school age children. Offered
Thursdays starting October 12 for
8 wks at Pembina Crest School.
Cost: $60/person or $75/couple.
Call SWF Information Centre at
253-9250.

4
STUDENTS - TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT OF CLASSWORK

"THE WRITING'S
ON THE WALL:'
Granada is offering low monthly rates
on all TV VCR and Audio Systems.
Every student rental is backed by the
Granadacover service warranty. with
free loaners if it should require service.
And rental payments can be taken
directly from your bank account.
Just bring in your student card to
the nearest Granada store and take
advantage of the low monthly rental
rates available for students.
And get straight "A's" on TV 101.

ELECTROHOME 20" REMOTE CONTROL
COLOUR TV (4 CG II)

$2471...

PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

ELECTROHOME REMOTE CONTROL 2 HEAD,
14 DAY, 8 EVENT VCR (HVRG90)
PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

PO SOWN
$1995*

PANASONIC REMOTE CONTROL AUDIO SYSTEM
WITH TOWER SPEAKERS AND STAND (SC3037)
PREFERRED
STUDENT RENTAL

PEI MONTH
$2895*

• BASED ON A MINIMUM 3 MONTH RENTAL

GIVINAIDA
Dealing with #1 has its advantages
Call Granada lbday
s‘,,,

786-6733

500 Portage Ave.
wrces fron t et WI

1565 Regent Ave.
it ...irk , Kai% can Mani

Portage Place

Winnipeg needs...
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The United Way
(
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A BROWSE SESSION

Tips on how to use BROWSE, the Library's
online catalogue.
Demonstration of its power: it does save
time.
Hands on use with assistance from Library
staff.

LIBRARY TOUR

Just so you know what we have and where we
keep it!

PERIODICAL INDEXES

– What are they?
– How and when to use a periodical index.
– Tips that will save you time.
WHERE?

In the LIBRARY at the Information Desk (Mall Level C Bldg).
-

WHEN?
BROWSE AND TOUR

at 11:00 a.m.

PERIODICAL INDEXES at 1:00 p.m.

4
4,1‘

411/11

on October 16 (Monday)
October 18 (Wednesday)
October 19 (Thursday)

on October 16 (Monday)
October 18 (Wednesday)
October 19 (Thursday)

REGISTER NOW!

BE A STEP AHEAD!
-

18, OR 19, 1989

WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT?

4
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Happy Birthday to the dark
knight of Shlock. Present to follow. Rock on, Scoop.

4
4
4
4
4
4

Attend an Orientation Session in the LIBRARY

4

9262.

PERSONALS

TVs Audio • VCRs • Camcorders

Polo Park

Professional or skilled photographer is needed to take approx. 50
photographs of volunteers interacting with patients. Commitment: mutually suitable time.
Supplies provided. Call the Volunteer Centre at 477-5180 for
information.
Citizen Advocacy seeks out volunteers to help insure that another
person with special needs or assistance receives the services,
opportunities and acceptance they
deserve. For more information
call Citizen Advocacy at 475-

needs volunteers on their crisis
line for abused women. Intensive
training, beginning Sept. 30 precedes a commitment of 4 hours/
week for 26 weeks. Call 7833886 for a volunteer application.

4

THE LIBRARY CAN HELP YOU!

4

for more information.

PER MONTH

MANITOBA HEART
FOUNDATION

253-9250.

Be a Big Sister! If you have 4
hours a week for one year to spend
with a girl aged 6-13 years in a
one-to-one relationship, join!
Must be 18 years old or over. Call
the Volunteer Centre at 477-5180

Siqq5

BFAT GOES ON
IU
GIVE FROM THE HEART

VOLUNTEERS

GRANADA
STUDENT PRs&ES

Reach 20,000 readers every two weeks with an ad
in The Projector. RATES:
one sixteenth page
$25
one eight page
$40
one quarter page
$75
one half page
$130
one full page
$250
We have volume discounts, preferred space
reservations, a free ROP (run of press) color as
well as discounts for media blitzes. Send order
and remittance payable to Red River Community
College Students' Association. For advertising
information call 632-2473.

Professional caregiver with
eight years experience is
providing loving care and a
planned program in a
smoke-free home.
Infant through pre-school.
Evening care available for
parents on shiftwork
or evening classes.

SERVICES

The Projector
Red River Community College
2055 Notre Dame Ave.
R3H-0J9
(204) 632-2479

DON'T BE SHY!

WE CAN HELP!

